
How to Clean a Safety Pool Cover 
 

Rinse cover lightly with water. Pump water off or open cover if there is not an 

excessive amount of water on the cover.  

With a small amount of Dawn dish soap (recommended), or any water based 

nontoxic dish soap in a five-gallon bucket mixed with water and pour over the 

pool cover, this may take more than one bucket depending on the size of the 

cover. Scrub cover with a soft bristle push broom or mop. Pump the water off the 

cover or open to remove the water into to the cover housing vault. If there’s not 

an excessive amount of water on the cover you may be able to open it without 

using the pump. After the cover is completely open begin closing it, about a foot 

or more at a time spraying water and soap into housing so it can go down the 

drain in the vault instead of into the pool. Some spots or areas might require 

scrubbing by hand to be able to reach the spots that will need extra care.  

Make sure your drain is clear before flushing water into the vault housing so you 

do not flood the motor this is important as this could cause internal damage. 

To help keep your cover protected from harmful UV rays we recommended 

applying a Water Based Vinyl Dressing after cleaning, we use a product called 

Beauty Shine but any water based vinyl dressing should be safe to use. It is very 

important to let this dry for at least 8-12 hours. 

Cleaning the pool covers are an extremely tedious job.  This procedure takes 

about 3 hours to complete. Including cleaning and treating the cover with UV 

resistant dressing and water based soap. 

If you operate your cover prematurely without allowing enough time for the UV 

dressing to soak into the material, you will notice a milky sticky residue will form 

on your cover. 

If you have any questions please contact us at our Toll-free number (877) 473-

2943. 

Please note you must let the UV resistant dressing dry for at least 8-12 hours. 


